Presskit | Gina Sabatini
Biography
Coming from a diverse musical background, Gina‘s passion has always been the dancefloor.
Being a passionate dancer before she started DJing in Berlin, she then immersed herself
in growing a loyal wide audience and keeping listeners in many sweet places engaged
with her aesthetic on the slower side of underground dance music. Gina is telling melodic
deep stories and her devotion to the music speaks through her captivating and powerful
sets.
It‘s all about the groove when she’s dropping some low-tempo-deep-house-joints. 		
After 10 years in Germany‘s capital, Gina moved to her new adopted city Leipzig to start
a club project with two of her best friends - ost:end is the lived utopia of many different
cultural workers, curators, producers and DJs.
What started as an idea for a club is now a record label, a booking agency and an event
collective with an incredible output. Whether it‘s sets, releases, live talks or events – the
ost:end shapes Leipzig‘s club culture like hardly any other collective.

Please announce the Artist as: Gina Sabatini (ost:end | Leipzig)
k4bookings has to accept the artwork before it will be published.
For promotional content such as artist photos, please reach out to us.

Weblinks:
Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/gina-sabatini
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sabatinigina
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gina.sabatini
Booking:
Mail: luca@k4bookings.com
Web: https://www.k4bookings.com
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Technical Rider | Gina Sabatini (DJ – Set)
- 1 × Allen&Heath Xone 96 or 92
- 3 × Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus 2 or 3 × CDJ 3000 (linked & with the latest firmware)
- Stereo Monitoring – adjustable by the artist
- Lamps that provide enough light for the artists to see inside the DJ booth
Please contact the agent if you plan to supply alternatives.
The artist will be traveling only with USB storage media, which contains audio material.
The CD-players must be linked among each other with LAN cables.

Hospitality Rider
- A warm welcome and a smile will be much appreciated
- Sparkling water
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